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UJUBEE NEWS
Looking back and looking forward
We can’t believe how quickly we went from 2019 with our boots firmly on the ground walking into

the 20’s. So often the days appear far too short for everything one would
like to achieve, besides the changes one faces, and the challenges life
brings with it.

An Amegilla solitary
bee visiting a potato
bush flower

So before 2020 runs away with us, we would like to use this opportunity to
thank all of you for your support in whatever way you have expressed it
over the past 6 years, and to briefly summarise the highlights of 2019 and what we have planned
for this year.
The first half of 2019 found us in the Klein (Little) Karoo - the most complex and most species rich
arid area in the world. That said, it was still a huge surprise for us to find such a diversity of
solitary bees pollinating the organic, ecological, sustainable farms and smallholdings dotting the
area in and around Van Wyksdorp. On one smallholding alone we counted 50 different species of
native bees pollinating anything and everything from tomatoes to pumpkins to chillies to olives, to
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the sweetest mirabelle plums we have ever tasted.
There is no doubt that vegetables and fruits
farmed in a sustainable, natural way, reflecting the
entire farming process which includes the water,
the soil, the rocks, the bees and other pollinators,
the animals and smaller creatures, the other
plants and the myriad of fungi, bacteria and wild
yeasts of the area, are far healthier for us. And
this kind of produce tells an exciting story. Jenny
still thrills at having seen the bee which pollinated
the pumpkin that we harvested, saved its seeds,
ate, planted, nurtured and just in recent days
successfully harvested the next generation of that
very pumpkin. When one has such a connection
to ones food it becomes something so meaningful,
nourishing and extravagant!
During our days in the Klein Karoo, the second
branch of COMB (Caretakers Of Mellifera Bees)
was launched and Jenny gave a number of talks
to the community, farm labourers, the Gouritz
Cluster Biosphere Reserve and was the keynote
speaker at various symposiums organised by the
NPO Conservation at Work. Here in particular we
would very much like to thank Liz Eglington of
Blue Sky Organics Olive Farm for her role in the
organisation of many of these talks and for her
moving and strong support. Our time in the Karoo
culminated with Jenny receiving the Conservation at Work ‘Cape Fox Award’
for “Best Contribution To Biodiversity By An Individual”. What an honour that
was with the award supported by WWF, Cape Nature, Wilderness Foundation
Africa, and Landcare South Africa.

“It is more likely
to cause great
irreparable
damage to wild
bee
populations.”
-

Male Anthophora
(digger bee)

Besides documenting a variety of native bees, we were fascinated
to find a number of wild honeybee colonies in many of the gorges
of the Rooiberg mountains, a world heritage site. All colonies were
high up on the cliff sides, out of reach of any honey badger.
Despite the prolonged drought in this area, there were a number of
colonies surviving on the hardy plants of the Karoo.

The biggest challenge of 2019 was the Western Cape
Government’s publication of a proposal titled, “Biodiversity
Economy Business Case: Wild Bee Populations - Conservation
Strategy”. The document outlines the supposed conservation of
wild honeybees through a strategy of:
-a bee breeding programme
introducing of artificial hives into nature reserves
improving access to high quality forage resources for managed honeybees
re-planting key bee-plants in nature reserves after a fire
re-wilding of honeybees

We rallied support both locally and internationally against this outrageous project in an
environment where wild honeybees survive fire and do not need re-wilding and where plants
sprout in natural sequence after a fire and do not require re-planting. The introduction of artificial
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bee hives and increasing the number of colonies in an area finding its balance after a fire would
be ludicrous. The areas proposed for these projects are Nature Reserves where nature does its
thing far better than any human. To quote Prof Jürgen Tautz’s reaction to this proposal (Prof Tautz
is an internationally recognised expert on honeybees based at the University of Würzburg,
Germany):
“Any intervention by breeding or introducing bees into natural habitats, destroys this
important ‘workshop’ of nature, which alone is able to produce healthy bee genetics through
natural selection…. If the proposed project is approved and the programme is implemented, one
repeats the great mistakes that have contributed to annihilating rather than preserving the bees in
many parts of the world…. It is more likely to cause great irreparable damage to wild bee
populations.”

Towards the end of 2019 we hosted Matt Somerville from the UK, one of those rare persons
looking for Britain’s few remaining colonies of wild honeybees in the forests of England. He was
eager to learn more about wild bees and their interconnections with everything around them and
we were happy to share our approach to conservation which focuses on the preservation and
protection and creation of wild habitat with its own albeit limited number of natural nesting sites
rather than on the construction of hives. It really is something worth striving for.
What brought a smile to our faces in 2019? Prof Thomas Seeley in the Department of
Neurobiology and Behaviour at Cornell University and author of several best-selling books on
honeybee behaviour, including our work on wild honeybees in his latest book titled, “The Lives of
Bees: The Untold Story of the Honey Bee in the Wild”. This is an excellent read.
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Other links you may be interested in from 2019:
1. Urban Bee San Francisco’s Terry Oxford chats to Jenny Cullinan in her podcast, “Pollinators
and Power: Protectress of South African Native Pollinators” https://urbanbeesf.com/
pollinators-and-power/003
2. Mercedes Benz Beautiful News video clip, “This sculptor’s larger-than-life bees are creating a
buzz” https://www.beautifulnews.co.za/stories/jenny-cullinan
3. In the Safari News travel magazine’s Summer Edition 2019/2020, “Buzzing Research at Cape
Point” https://issuu.com/safarinews/docs/online_publication_-_condensed/20
Bring on 2020! What to look forward to? Hopefully many more days documenting and following
the wild bees. In personal communications from Prof Dr Michael Kuhlmann of Kiel University he
wrote, “The biggest risk is losing biodiversity that we are not even aware of. This is my real
concern and gives me sleepless nights, to be honest.”

“The biggest risk is
In South Africa so few people are even looking at the solitary,
semi-social, sub-social bees and wild honeybees. Fortunately for losing biodiversity
us, Prof Kuhlmann is dedicated to discovering as many species
that we are not
of native bees as he can here in our species rich biomes and
documenting their behaviours. We can’t wait to host him towards even aware of. This
the end of October and to show him the bees of Cape Point
is my real concern
Nature Reserve.
Jenny will be on tour with a number of bee talks in Tzaneen and
the Limpopo region at the beginning of February.

and gives me
sleepless nights, to
be honest.”

During the year work will
also continue on a film
to be made by
filmmaker Bruce Young,
well known for his
documentaries “Blood
Lions” and “Eye of the
Pangolin”. “Wild
Wisdom” is the title
taken from one of
Jenny’s talks and will be
a film on our research
and the wisdom of wild
honeybees. It will be
wonderful to finally have
a film showing the true
nature of honeybees
that are wild, wise and
free.
There are so many
stories to tell of what we
observe in nature.
These really could be
categorised as “things one never knew about wild bees”. For example, if you are interested in
reading about the bee-eating beetles of Cape Point, watch our website for this fascinating story
with supporting photographs to be published within the next couple of weeks.
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In May the acclaimed author from the USA, Heather Swan, of “Where Honeybees Thrive: Stories
From the Field”, will be joining us as she begins her next book about the importance of insects
and the many people working to keep them and their spaces healthy.
Thank you to all of you for making all of this possible. We look forward to your ongoing support, of
whatever nature.

Why donate?
1. Protecting natural environments with its insects and wild pollinators is the least funded
environmental activity when trees and plants are considered to be the lungs of the earth.
Bees are a keystone species in this world of biodiversity and responsible for 85% of South
Africa’s floral kingdom.
2. Ujubee is a mostly self-funded private small structure with international recognition
3. 100% of funds raised flow into our research and actions
4. To encourage us to do even more!
Donations to Ujubee can be made via:
- PayPal to ujubeeconservation@gmail.com
- Gondwana Alive our umbrella organisation assisting with funding (Please contact us for
banking details!)
If anyone is particularly interested in supporting film work on “Wild Wisdom”, Bruce Young would
be happy to hear from you (bruce@youngsolutions.co.za).
We also have a wish-list for anyone who can help with the following:
• Plants and compost for our Simon’s Town Bee Garden
• Nikon Monarch 7 10x42 binoculars
• Olympus TG-6 to replace our scratched TG-5 that has been incredibly well used and which has
captured almost all of our unique video footage taken in wild nests
• new hiking boots, rugged enough for the hardy fynbos vegetation
• a replacement for our now ‘vintage’ and ‘obsolete’ 2008 MacBook Pro, which really has been a
workhorse and reliable companion in documenting the story of Ujubee
Wishing all of you a beautiful year, full of wildness and unexpected gifts of nature.
Karin and Jenny
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